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The studies performed show that in specimens loaded explosively with plastic deformation 
there exists an excess of dislocations of one sign, as indicated by the large disorientation 
angle. Analysis of x-ray characteristics testifies to the significant contribution of block 
effects�9 Considering also the low recrystallization temperature, it can be concluded that 
the plastic flow accompanying shock loading creates a polygonal structure with large angle 
boundaries in the metal�9 The structure of statically deformed specimens is qualitatively 
similar to thatof specimens loaded explosively with flow. Shock-wave loading without plas- 
tic flow creates a qualitatively different structure, characterized by a high homogeneity in 
defect distribution. This is confirmed by the high recrystallization temperature, low dis- 
orientation angle, and also by the fact that the ratio of line broadenings at small and large 
angles is equal to the ratio of the tangents of the diffraction angles, so that block effects 
are absent. 

Thus, the unique feature of the structure produced by shock-wave loading by methods 
with no deformation is the uniform defect distribution with no excess of dislocations of one 
sign and the absence of a clearly defined polygonal structure, while plastic deformation pro- 
duces a block structure with large angle boundaries�9 
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ERRATA 

In Combustion, Explosion, and Shock Waves (Fizika Goreniya i Vzryva), Vol. 13, No. 2 
(1977) in the article "Waves in soft soil as a viscoelastic medium" by V. A. Kotlyarevskii, 
R. A. Rumyantseva, and A. I. Shishikin, pp. 192-199, the following changes need to be made: 

on p. 195 in Eq. (i) kLkfkssign u should be kLkfksPSign u; in Eq. (5) _ c~ ' should be 
n 

X" c eAty i ; in the 14th line of text from the bottom the phase "l, is the phase shift" should 
j=2 
be "t, is the phase shift"; in the second line after Eq. (6) Uk-i/2 # 0 should be Uk-i/2 = 0; 
and in the second line from the bottom =sign VPk should be =--sign Ap k. 

In Vol. 13, No. 3 of this journal (1977) on p. 308 in the first line after Eqs. (5) 
A1o j-i = �9 should be Aio,-I = ...; on p. 390 in the second line of text 0 ! ~ ! L should 
be 0 S ~ ~ il and on p. 414 in the line before Eq. (i) a = Ne(N e + N a) should be ~ = Ne/(N e + 
Na). 
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